
Minutes of LSC Burst Group organizational telecon
3 Nov 2000
Meeting chaired by Sam Finn, minutes by Peter Saulson

In attendance: Warren Anderson, Barry Barish, Jim Brau, Kent Blackburn, Joan
Centrella, Ed Daw, Ron Drever, Sam Finn, Ken Ganezer, Joe Giaime, Gabriela Gonzalez,
Bill Hamilton, Warren Johnson, Sergei Klimenko, Albert Lazzarini, Szabi Marka, Benoit
Mours, Fred Raab, Ravha Rahkola, Peter Saulson, David Shoemaker, Daniel Sigg, I.K.
Siongheng, Julien Sylvestre, Alan Weinstein, Mike Zucker, John Zweizig

   Prior to the meeting, members received a Draft Plan for doing a search for burst signals,
prepared by Sam Finn and Peter Saulson. At the telecon, comments on this document
were solicited. Several topics attracted comments.

   Szabi Marka, Fred Raab, Joan Centrella, David Shoemaker, and Ken Ganezer were
among those remarking on how to link analysis of LIGO data with astrophysical ideas or
observations. Szabi mentioned his proposal to have the LSC join the SNEWS consortium,
and Fred said we need to look even more broadly, say to links to observers of gamma ray
bursts. Fred and Joan emphasized the need to be able to translate between gravitational
signals (or upper limits) and particular astrophysical models (or phase space of models.)
Ken urged us to be prepared to see any kind of signal, whether or not is has the features
predicted by a specific astrophysical model. David reminded us that talk of a detection
starts only when we have events that are inexplicable as instrumental effects alone, and
Joan emphasized comparison of a putative signal with �cherished beliefs� about physics
and astrophysics.

   A discussion ensued on how to establish proper statistical methodology. Among the
contributors to this discussion were Warren Anderson, Daniel Sigg, Fred Raab, Albert
Lazzarini, David Shoemaker, and Barry Barish. One issue that was raised was the
subtlety of combining analysis structured with establishment of an upper limit with one
that might claim a detection. Many speakers argued that this issue could be dealt with.
One framework discussed was that non-detection was the �null hypothesis� of a search;
we try to explain all features of our signals in terms of instrumental artifacts, but if this
turns out to be implausible in one (or more) cases, then we need to reject the null
hypothesis and claim a detection. Another angle that was proposed: treat the search as the
measurement of the rate of burst events, where we attempt to measure both the rate and
the error in the rate; this rate may turn out to be consistent with zero, in which case we
have established an upper limit. LIGO is equipped with many monitors to allow us to
veto instrumental events as well as the great power of coincidence between 2 sites (and
the 3rd interferometer at LHO). With proper accumulation of statistics and application of
sound scientific judgment, we should be able to map our way to proper treatment of the
data and presentation of the results.

   Joe Giaime proposed that the ALLEGRO detector at LSU be run during the LIGO
Engineering Coincidence Run, and that its data be incorporated into the LDAS analysis,
arguing that this additional sensitive detector could be of substantial value in rejecting



non-Gaussian events. Gabriela Gonzalez pointed out that the frequency band near 1 kHz
will be of prime importance anyway in LIGO�s spectrum. The LSU proposal was
accepted by acclamation of those on the telecon.

   The meeting then turned to the immediate steps that the group needs to take. The first
major goal of the group is to prepare a data analysis proposal to the LSC. Sam Finn said
we should aim to finish this proposal by the end of January, and to have it formally
presented to the LSC for approval before the March meeting. The outline of the proposal
is set by LSC policy, and the length is to be short. Nevertheless, the process of writing the
proposal should be a chance to clarify our thinking about preparing and carrying out the
search.

   Sam asked members to volunteer to work on one of the four major groups of tasks:
1. Generating the list of candidate burst events.
2. Finding reasons to reject candidate events.
3. Characterizing the results of the search.
4. Linking the results with other data.

   Occasions for face-to-face meetings will include:
1. GWDAW at LSU 14-16 December (with a special Burst group session on the

afternoon of Saturday 16 December),
2. the Aspen Workshop 4-10 February 2001 (special dates to be chosen, but

remembering the planned overlap early in the week with astronomers staying on after
the previous week�s workshop), and

3. the LSC meeting at LLO 14-17 March, one day of which is to be devoted to meetings
of the upper limit groups.

Action item for members: to communicate their preferred task group in an email to Sam
and Peter. Emails should also include plans to attend the various upcoming meetings, as
well as any substantive comments on the search plan.

Action item for co-chairs: Based on these emails, to coordinate the establishment of
subgroups to work on the major tasks (beginning with the writing of appropriate sections
of the LSC proposal.)


